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Two PARs from 802.1 WG

- See http://www.ieee802.org/PARs.shtml
- P802.1d
  - URN namespace for YANG models
- P802.1CQ
  - Address Assignment
Proposed comments to 802.1 WG

- The material below is proposed for submittal to the 802.1 WG
Comments of 802.16 WG on Draft P802d and P802.1CQ PARs

IEEE 802.16 WG
2015-11-10
Comments of 802.16 WG on Draft P802d PAR
Proposed P802d PAR Change:
PAR 1.1 (Project Number)

• change as follows: “P802\textsuperscript{802}d”

• reason: obvious
Proposed P802d PAR Change: PAR 2.1 (Title)

• change as follows: “URN Namespace for YANG Models”

• reason: As stated in 8.1, “It is vital that 'YANG' appear in the project title to inform potential participants and the target readership of the amendment.”

• Note: update CSD accordingly.
Proposed P802d CSD Change:
CSD 1.1.1 (Managed objects)

• change as follows: “802.1Q”

• reason: The proposed amendment is to IEEE Std 802 and would apply to all IEEE 802 implementations.
Comments of 802.16 WG on Draft P802.1CQ PAR
Proposed P802.1CQ PAR Change: PAR 2.1 (Title)

• change as follows: “Multicast and Local Addresses Assignment”

• reason: more conventional wording
Proposed P802.1CQ PAR Change:
PAR 5.2 (Scope)

• change as follows: “to ports”

• reason 1: It is not clear from the PAR that ports may be virtual, though this is stated in the CSD.

• reason 2: Some expected assignments (that is, in the multicast case) are not to ports at all.
Proposed P802.1CQ PAR Change:
PAR 5.3 (dependency)

• change as follows: “Local Media Access Control (MAC) Addressing Usage”

• reason: To reflect the true title of the P802c project.
Proposed P802.1CQ CSD Change: Title Slide

• change as follows: “CSD for P802.1CQ Multicast and Local Address assignment protocol”

• reason: To match the title of the proposed P802.1CQ PAR.